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This issue marks a milestone for the SPCA Bulletin. It’s the first 
issue of 2015 which kicks into high gear the 31st year of its 
publication. It’s also the first time we’re combining two of SPCA’s 
publications, the SPCA Bulletin and Animal Chatter. We hope 
this one magazine would be comprehensive for all our valued 
readers. Have an article or other contributions to share with us 
for the Bulletin? Simply drop us an e-mail at communications@
spca.org.sg. 

As a charity funded by public donations, SPCA is committed to 
uphold its mission – to promote kindness and prevent cruelty to 
animals through education, advocacy and action. Your support 
and help are crucial for us to continue our mission. Every donation 
matters and every thought counts. 
 
Even as I write this, we have launched our Furry Friends Fund 
2015. We appeal to you to take one of our donation tins to drop 
your spare change in. The tin can be collected any time now and 
then returned (no later than 31 May 2015) to SPCA’s Reception 
at its headquarters. Do encourage your family members, friends 
and colleagues to do the same. 

This year, our annual SPCA Flag Day will be held on Saturday, 
16 May 2015. We are targeting 1,000 tin-bearers to help us raise 
funds. We appeal to you to volunteer your time in this activity. 
Students will be given Community Involvement Programme hours 
for helping out. Do help us pass the word around!

To mark its 80th anniversary, Cathay Organisation is releasing 
its made-in-Singapore movie, Our Sister Mambo (in theatres in 
July 2015). Cathay will donate SGD 1 for every ticket sold to its 
adopted charities, SPCA being one of them. We encourage your 
kind patronage of this movie to aid our cause. 

Following from Budget 2015, it was announced that all donations 
to IPC charities are entitled to a tax relief of 300 per cent (up 
from 250 per cent). We are pleased to inform that as SPCA is 
an IPC charity, all donations to SPCA will enjoy the tax relief for 
2016 tax assessment. 

By the time this goes to print, the new animal shelter and office 
complex has started to take shape; concrete has been poured 
in for the flooring; steel structures have been erected; the bio-
pond has been carved out to hold rain water. It has been a slow 
process, with the permits required from relevant agencies. By 
the next Bulletin, I hope to give you more good news. 

As ever, we look to you to run this lap of our journey with us, over 
the course of Singapore’s Golden Jubilee and SPCA’s historic 
move to Sungei Tengah. 

Sincerely,
Corinne Fong
Executive Director, SPCA Singapore

LETTER FROM CORINNE
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Any dog can bite. The surest way to prevent dog
bites is to educate yourself, your children and
others on how to read a dog’s body language. A
dog seldom bites ‘out of the blue’. It usually starts 
with the dog communicating its discomfort in 
being in a particular situation through a display 
of stress signals, e.g. turning away, lip licking, 
yawning, shaking off, closing its mouth, stress 
panting, growling etc. When these signals are 
repeatedly ignored but we continue to put the dog 
in that stressful situation, the dog reaches its limit 
of tolerance, and bites in an attempt to escape or 
protect itself. Inappropriate training methods, such 
as the use of punitive or aversive techniques, often 
escalate the problem. Punitive or aversive training 
techniques include the use of choke chains, prong 
or pinch collars, shock collars, alpha rolls, neck 
jabs, harsh verbal reprimands, and flooding the dog
through prolonged exposure to a stressful situation.

Be polite to a dog. Learn to read its body language
and take steps to help your dog be comfortable in
everyday situations, through force-free, reward-based
training. Avoid putting it in stressful situations that 
are unnecessary and inappropriate.

Here are 8 tips to prevent dog bites.

1. Avoid holding a dog in a death grip
This man is setting up the dog for a potential bite.
The dog’s body is stiff, its tail is tucked under, its ears
are pulled back, its eyes are wide in a hard stare and
its mouth is closed. It can’t escape because the man
has it in a tight hold as he forces a kiss on the dog’s
cheek.

2. Avoid hugging a dog that is uncomfortable
This boy is in danger of a 
potential bite. The dog’s
body is stiff, its ears are 
pulled back, the pupils of its
eyes are dilated, and its 
mouth is closed. It’s wearing
a prong collar, which may 

be decorative, or suggests that a punitive form of 
training may have been used on this dog.

3. Do not punish a growling dog
In th is  photo,  the 
dog is growling to 
show its discomfort. 
Never punish a dog 
for growling. A dog 
growls as an attempt 
to diffuse a potentially

threatening situation, not to escalate it. But if its 
growl is ignored or punished, without the removal 
of the perceived threat, the dog may escalate to a 
snap or a bite.

FEATURE
8 Tips to Prevent Dog Bites
by Dr. Kang Nee, cheerfuldogs.com
Dr. Kang is a certified professional dog trainer with a PhD in Zoology. Even whilst busy training dogs, she writes 
articles on dog behaviour modification and training for local and international magazines.
[website: www.cheerfuldogs.com; email: kangnee999@yahoo.com; facebook: https://www.facebook.com/kang.nee.9]

“Canine Education @ SPCA” is a programme developed by Kang Nee of cheerfuldogs.com and
SPCA Singapore to provide information about dog behaviour and training. In this installment of an
on-going series, we look at 8 tips to prevent dog bites.
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4. Learn to play appropriately with your dog
The human is playing 
inappropriately with 
the dog. Your hands, 
fingers and feet are 
not toys! The dog is 
clearly stressed – its 

ears are folded far back. If such inappropriate play 
continues, what started off as playful or rough play, 
may become a potential bite situation.

5. Dogs need their space
In this photo, the human 
has set up both dogs in a 
situation in which they’re 
clearly uncomfortable. 
Not all dogs enjoy being 
photographed, much 
less being forced into 
such close proximity. By 

now you’d be able to recognise the stress signals – 
dilated pupils, whale eye, ears pinned back, closed 
mouth, stiff body posture, leaning away. If both dogs 
are stretched beyond their tolerance limit, they
may snap.

6. Teach children how to read a dog’s behaviour
The child pets the dog on its head and the dog is 
clearly uncomfortable. It avoids looking at the child, 
its mouth is closed, its ears are pinned back and 
its body is stiff. Many dogs do not like being petted 
repeatedly on the head.

7. Monitor dog-dog interactions
What may have started off as play between the 
two dogs has escalated into a potential bite or fight
situation. Note the whale eyes in both dogs.
The bigger dog (on the left) has bared its teeth

in warning, but the smaller dog (on the right)
continues to chase and nip at it. Neither dog has 
the loose, wriggly body language that shows they’re 
enjoying the interaction, instead, they’re stiff. The 
smaller dog also wears a choke chain, which 
may be decorative, or suggests that a punitive 
form of training may have been used on this dog.

8. Now, test yourself – Is this an appropriate
interaction?
The human is putting both dogs at risk by teasing
them. Both dogs are highly stressed – note the
exaggerated lip licking, whale eyes (in the 
dog on the left), while the dog on the right 
has turned its head away. No matter what the 
occasion might be, one should never tease a dog.

If your dog shows signs of aggression, and you’re 
not sure of what to do, please consult a qualified 
trainer or behaviourist to help you and your dog.

Contact Dr. Kang at kangnee999@yahoo.com 
about training for your dog!

{Photo credits: Dreamstime}
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